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Powering Your Telescope and Accessories Safely and Inexpensively

Blake delivered a special presentation at the 1 Aug 2012 Recreational Astronomy Night meeting at the Ontario Science Centre
on powering astronomy equipment. He also demonstrated bits and pieces. The presentation  shown was converted to PDF

format for viewing (3.4 MB). The handout  provided is a brief summary of the presentation content (80 KB).

 

additional notes

A number of items were shown or demonstrated during the presentation.

self-contained marine battery "booster" pack from Canadian Tire
older "regular" car booster pack from CTC
small form factor sealed lead acid (SLA) battery
Vixen Super Polaris power pack with C batteries
AC-DC wall-warts
DC-AC inverter
cigarette light adapter (CLA) 3-way splitter
12 volt hair dryer

portable power bar with GFCI
extra fuses
DC-DC universal step-down adapter
Blake's custom rolly-polly cart with 2 marine SLA batteries
Blake's custom computer power supply in a toolbox
Blake's custom CLA cord for a netbook computer

 

Look to Blake's left in the photo below. Beer cooler not shown.

 

Photo by Sharmin Chowdhury.

 

Some other general notes...

battery technology continues to evolve very slowly
amperes is critical, your supply must be overrated; must supply more than enough amps to power ALL equipment
combined, so additive; if you draw more amps than supply can provide, it will likely permanently damage the supply
a running vehicle produces 14 VDC
take care of your lead acid batteries; follow the directions; recharge them regularly
lead acid batteries are heavy; marine-style more so
batteries can explode; be careful; protect your eyes and skin

extension power cords are trip hazards
consider extension cords with neon light in end for visibility
plug into a GFCI outlet if running cords over grass or earth
pack spare fuses!
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some Do-It-Yourself options

There options are not highlighted or discussed in the presentation or handout. But if you enjoy DIY projects, you might find

these very useful and inexpensive at the same time.

For portable power, Blake uses a stand-alone marine deep cycle battery. He obtained four (in fact) lightly-used batteries for free
(with a donation), along with other RASC members, from a nearby radio club.

He built a custom adapter to take power from a battery and output it to two CLA receptacles. There's a fuse inside the project
box.

The analog gauge and push button allows a quick (although crude) check of the battery level. He keeps two batteries in a

soft-side beer cooler "buggy" on wheels. One battery for the telescope drive; one battery for the dew heaters. On cold, wintery
nights, Blake throws a chemical, rechargeable handwarmer inside the cooler to keep the batteries warm.

When near AC power, Blake uses an old desktop computer power supply, an idea inspired by Gilles. From a dead computer,
Blake removed a power supply and its push-button power switch.

He cut into one of the 12 DC volt output lines and soldered a CLA receptable. This now lives in an old toolbox with the dew
heaters, dew heater controller, 12 VDC hair dryer, 12 volt coffee cup warmers, and extra fuses!

 

thanks

Guy Nason brought in his older model of the Canadian Tire marine deep cycle power pack. Grace Horvatin helped carry
equipment to and from the OSC. Tony Horvatin: transportation. Gilles Gaudet for technical support. Doug Carman for running
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the slide show. South Pickering Amateur Radio club, Sayal, Digi-Key, The Source, A1 Electronics, Active Surplus for bits and
bobs.

 

recap

Whether at home, in the backyard, on the deck, by the garage, or out in the field, remote, in dark skies, you have a variety of
options for powering your telescope and your accessories. Hopefully the presentation material and handout will give you some
ideas and additional information. If you have questions, or need help soldering, give Blake a holler.

Be seeing you. We wish you dark skies.

Blake Nancarrow

astronomy at computer hyphen ease dot com
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